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Abstract— Prioritizing software requirements is important and most difficult task during requirement 
management phase of requirement engineering especially when requirements are large in size. Large size 
requirements like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system are difficult to manage and implemented 
by single developer. Requirements can be distributed in parallel team members. Requirements are 
dependent on each other, so for implementation of particular requirements, the pre-requisite 
requirements should be implemented first. Some requirements are needed for one team member, some 
for many and some for none. Giving importance and priority to some requirements over the others is 
necessary so that requirements can be available on time to developers. In this research work, 
requirements are prioritized on the basis of their implementation and importance with graph based 
approach. From directed graph, one can easily find set of all requirements which need particular 
requirement. Through experiment conducted on requirements of ODOO ERP, requirements are 
prioritized and time estimation is reduced. Time reduction and better management of requirements will 
cause successful delivery of software projects.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Requirement Engineering is the systematic and discipline way of collecting user requirements for software 
system [1][2][3]. Requirements Prioritization (RP) is giving priority or ordering to requirements and is 
important activity during efficient requirements management [4][5][6]. There are five types of requirements i.e. 
Business Requirements (BRs) deals with benefits of implementing requirements [7][8][9], Process 
Requirements (PR) deals with time and cost issues of requirements [10][8], User Requirements (URs) are those 
requirements which comes from user [11][12], Functional Requirements (FRs) are those requirements which are 
necessary for software and which the system must do [13] [14] and Non Functional Requirements (NFRs) like 
usability, security, performance etc. [15][16]. Techniques like ‘Cost value ranking’, ‘Attribute goal oriented’, 
‘Value oriented’ are suggested for prioritizing BRs [17]. Some of the techniques like ‘AHP’, ‘Binary tree’, 
‘value based’, ‘genetic algorithm’, ‘’ are suitable for prioritizing URs and FRs [18] and techniques like ‘QFD’, 
‘Contextual preference based technique’  are suggested for NFRs [19]. Although most of the techniques like 
AHP work well for small size requirements but fails on large size requirements. Techniques like ‘Machine 
Learning Based’ ‘SNIPR’, ‘ANN based’, are suitable for prioritizing large size URs but are not applied to 
prioritize FRs from developer’s perspectives [20]. FRs prioritization bears more significance especially when 
parallel team members are going to implement the requirements.  Giving importance and priority to some 
requirements over the others is necessary so that requirements can be available on time.  

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most famous, most used and simplest technique for RP. AHP 
prioritization is performed pairwise by comparing each and every requirement against each other. For n 
requirements, then n (n-1)/2 comparisons will be needed. For example, if the number of requirements is ten then 
AHP will perform forty five times comparisons of the requirements. If the requirements increase in size, so does 
the processing time. If the requirements is a thousand, there will be 1000*(1000-1)/2 = 499,500 comparisons, 
which is both very time consuming and difficult to execute. Because the technique is time consuming, it is not 
scalable for big requirements due to the pairwise comparisons for every requirement [21]. Cost Value Approach 
is also a famous technique whereby this technique assigns cost and value to each requirement and prioritize 
accordingly. Sometimes requirements are valued but cost is high and sometimes cost is low but requirements are 
not so valued and vice versa. This approach prioritizes based on dependency of cost and value on each other [7]. 
In Numerical Assignment [22] technique we divide and place requirements in groups according to the 
instructions of stakeholders. All the requirements in a group have same priority. The main problem with 
numerical assignment is that there is not standard criteria of defining groups, therefore leads to implementation 
of all requirements. In this approach, the requirements are categorized in three groups, which are critical, 
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standard and optional. Cumulative voting is also known as 100 dollar method of RP. In this technique, 100 
dollars are given to stakeholders and they assign dollar value out of 100 to every requirement. Nonetheless, this 
technique is suitable for a small group of stakeholders. Project having many stakeholders will be difficult to 
manage and prioritize using this technique [10] [23]. In Goal-based Technique, the goals of the customers are 
considered.  Some requirements are implemented in first version, while some are implemented in subsequent 
releases. The goals can be low cost, quality or any selected features [14]. In [20], the goal-based technique was 
used during the requirement elicitation process. The proposed elicitation algorithm consist of 3 steps; (1) collect 
requirements using goal-oriented approach from the customers, (2) calculate cost and effort for each 
requirement, and finally (3) perform pairwise comparison based on AHP and prioritized accordingly [17]. 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are used as a technique for reducing the number of comparisons during RP. Using this 
technique, the knowledge is extracted from user and the requirements are prioritized accordingly [24]. 

III. GRAPH BASED APPRAOCH 

3.1. Directed Acyclic Graph 

This paper proposes a directed acyclic graph (DAG) approach for inter-relating and prioritization of FRs. Graph 
based approach is used in other study to inter-related FRs [25]. The inputs are the FRs collected from any 
sources using appropriate elicitation technique and must be specified in the form of Software Requirement 
Specification (SRS). In this research, FRs are represented as alphabets R1, R2. Rn enclosed in circles as nodes. 
Figure 1 shows DAG inter-relating FRs. In Figure 1, R1 is required for R2 and R3 while R3 is required for R4.  

 
Figure 1: Representing FRs with DAG 

The purpose is to apply efficient algorithms of graph that are helpful to give enough information’s about 
requirements. Two types of information’s are about requirements are required. First is the chain priority or 
implementation priority of requirement i.e. which requirement is necessary for the completion and 
implementation of requirement and second is set of all requirements are needed for which a particular 
requirement is necessary. E.g. A is required for B and B is required for C and D. Then A is required for B, C, 
and D.  The following algorithm are used in our study: 

3.2. Spanning Trees from Directed Acyclic Graph 

Depth first search (DFS) is a method use to explore a graph using stack as the data structure [26]. It begins from 
the root of the graph, explore its first child, explore the child of next vertex until reach to the goal vertex or 
reach to final vertex having no further child. At that point, back following is utilized to give back the last vertex 
which is not yet totally explored. Modifying the post-visit and pre-visit, DFS is used to solve many important 
problems and it takes O (|V|+|E|) steps [12]. 

 DFS algorithm traverses a graph in a depth ward motion and uses a stack to remember to get the next vertex to 
start a search, when a dead end occurs in any iteration [27][28][29][30]. 

This algorithm works according to the following rules.  

Rule 1 − Visit the adjacent unvisited vertex. Mark it as visited. Display it. Push it in a stack. 

Rule 2 − If no adjacent vertex is found, pop up a vertex from the stack. (It will pop up all the vertices from the 
stack, which do not have adjacent vertices.) 

Rule 3 − Repeat Rule 1 and Rule 2 until the stack is empty. 

Spanning trees can be found in linear time by simply performing breadth-first search or depth-first search. These 
graph search algorithms are only dependent on the number of vertices in the graph, so they are quite fast 
[31][32]. Figure 2 shows different FRs inter-related with DAG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R1 R2 R4 

R3 
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Figure 2: DAG used for making spanning tree  

The resulted spanning trees of graph of Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3 respectively. We can see that four 
spanning trees are resulted. Height of tree shows the level of requirement in tree which can benefit in 
prioritization. Through DFS, one can easily calculate the height of tree. The following steps are included to 
calculate the height of spanning tree. 

1. Start from root node, through DFS, move to the leave nodes and count the values of requirements in depth 
until the last node is reached. The value of count will determine the depth of particular chain. 

2. Similarly repeat the same process for other chains through DFS. 
3. The maximum count of any chain shows the depth or height of a tree.  
4. If requirement is common in more than one chain, then maximum count will determine height of that 

requirement. 

 
 
 

Figure 3: Resulted spanning trees from DAG of Figure 2 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

Requirements priority is based on how much they are needed or dependent for other requirements so that timely 
delivery of project can be assured. In most of the studies, delay in projects and cost issue are highlighted as 
reason of failure of projects. There are two kinds of delay that can occur in projects. Critical delay and non-
critical delay. Critical delay is one which can delay the whole project. Critical path is that in which all 
requirements are tightly connected without any slack and delaying any requirement can delay a whole project. 
Another kind of delay is non-critical delay which doesn’t affect the overall delay of project. In such case, 
requirements are not on the critical path. The purpose of prioritization is not only to reduce critical delay but 
reducing non-critical delay is also necessary so that timely delivery of requirements can also be assured and this 
will not let developers to wait too much for requirements because requirements for implementation will be 
available in time. 

4.1. Hypothesis: In order to prioritize important requirements, the following hypothesis are finalized. 

Hypothesis: H1 (Null): Requirements priority depends on how much they are needed for other requirements. 
Requirements priority increases when its need for other requirements increase. 
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Hypothesis: H1 (Alternative): Requirements priority not always depends on how much they are needed for 
other requirements. Requirements priority not always increases when its need for other requirements increases.   

 

Figure 4: FRs represented with different spanning trees 

We have to compare the priority of R1, R9 and R12 of Figure 4. Chain priority of all requirements are same i.e. 
2 but all these are needed for different number of requirements. If single person is going to implement all these 
requirements than either a developer implement R1, R9 or R12, the overall efforts or total time estimation will 
remain same because single person will develop all the requirements. If requirements are distributed between 
two developers as shown in Figure 5 e.g. one member implements R1, R9 and R12 and may implement other 
requirements and some requirements are given to team member B. We make different scenarios for distributing 
these requirements. 

Figure 5: Distribution of requirements in two teams 

Requirement R1 is required for R6, R7, R8 and R17. When R1 is implanted and R6 starts implementing then 
during implementation of R6, R9 will be implemented but R7, R8 and R17 will still wait for R6 completion 
because developer can implement only one requirement at time. After completion of R6 and R9, R7, R8, R17 
and R10 are available for implementation. So we can say that either R6, R7, R8 or R17 wait for completion of 
R10 or either R10, R7, R8, R17 wait for the completion of R6, the delay is same in both cases. On the other 
hand if developer gives more priority to R9 instead of R1, then after completion of R9, both R10 and R1 can be 
implemented on same time, then R6, R7, R8 and R17 will wait for R10. Either R9 implement first or r1 
implement first, waiting time or overall delay will be same. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Relationship of requirements distribution and priority 
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Up to now we have found that the priority of R1 and R9 are same. Now compare priority of R1 with R12 as 
shown in Figure 6. As both are required for four other requirements but the difference is that one of the 
requirement R16 that needs R12 is to be implemented by team R3. Now two requirements i.e. R16 and R13 will 
be implemented in parallel. Requirements that need team member “A” requirements are implementing by one 
team member while requirements of R12 by two team members so delaying R12 can delay two teams’ 
requirements.  

Figure 7: Distribution of requirements, with second team containing only two modules requirements 

In case 2 as shown in Figure 7 , if we give more priority to requirement R1 than R11 will wait for R9 and this 
will delay the project because there is no requirement with team B that need R1 that can be implemented first to 
avoid the delay. Although R1 is required for eight other requirements but all the requirements are to be 
implemented by same team member A. we implement either R1 or R12 first, it will not affect the overall 
estimation time of A but it will delay team member B requirements because the depended requirements of R9 or 
R12 have to wait. The overall estimation time can also be affected if the total estimation time of B requirements 
is greater than total estimation time of A, then by giving priority to R1 will delay the whole project. As A has no 
depended requirements in team B, so it will be better to implement it after R12 or R9. If one of the requirement 
in R11 and R10 is given to team ‘A’ then still the priority of R9 will remain the same because team can work on 
one requirement at the one time. From this we can conclude if requirement is required for other requirements 
and that are to be implemented by same team member than this increase in importance of that requirement 
doesn’t contribute to its increasing priority. Priority can be assigned on the basis of how much team members 
need a particular requirement.  

From above hypothesis we can conclude that priority of requirement not depend on how much they are needed 
in number but how much they are needed by different teams. So null hypothesis is rejected and alternative 
hypothesis is supported.  

Hypothesis: H2 (Null hypothesis):  “If two requirements that are required for same number of other 
requirements but with different chain priorities or height in spanning tree have always same importance” 

H2 (Alternative hypothesis):  “If two requirements that are required for same number of requirements but with 
different chain priorities have unlike importance” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Same number of requirements but with different levels 

We are comparing R1 and R6 of Figure 8, both requirements are required for four other requirements but 
depended requirements of R1 are not dependent on each other and all have same priority and height in tree while 
requirements of R6 are all dependent on each other with different priorities with tree height of 4.  
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If single team member implements all the requirements then there is no benefit of prioritizing requirements on 
the basis of how much important they are. They all will be consider equally important as concluded from the 
above hypothesis. Now increase the number of team members e.g. we take three team members A, B and C as 
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. 

Figure 9: Equal distribution of two module requirements on teams 

Figure 10: Equal distribution of two module requirements on teams with only swapping of R1 and R6 

In such case where depended requirements of both R1 and R6 are equally distributed in same ratio on team 
member B and C and have same impact on overall delay. Because when we first implement R6, then R7 will be 
implemented and R8 in parallel shall wait for R7 and during this during R1 can start implementation. After 
completion of R8, R9 will start implementation but R10 will wait. After completion of R10, rest of the 
requirements that needed R1 can be implemented in parallel. If we implement requirements of R1 before the 
requirements that need R6, waiting time and total estimation time will remain same. Suppose all requirements 
take same hours’ time of 10 hours to implement than the total estimation time of both cases will be same i.e. 70 
hours. Now suppose all requirements of R6 are assigned to team B and requirements of R1 to team C as shown 
in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively.  

Figure 11: Second team get first module requirements and third team gets third get second team requirements 
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Figure 12: Modification in figure11 by swapping R1 and R6. 

In such case still the total estimation time will be not effected. The reason is that one team member can 
implement only one requirement, in this case, B gets all requirements that need requirement R1 and C gets all 
requirements that need R6, but these team members can only implement single requirement at one time as stated 
before, so the effect reduces to single requirement at time only. If team A implement some of requirements of 
R6 e.g. R7 and R8 as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 then in this case the ratio of distribution is not same but 
both teams are implementing requirements of both R1 and R6. From this we can conclude that equal number of 
requirements are not necessary for teams, but equal distribution is necessary. If teams B and C are implementing 
requirements that need R1 and R6, priority will remain same although number of requirements are not same.  

 
Figure 13: Two requirements of third team of figure 12 are to be developed by first team 

Figure 14: Modifications in figure13 by swapping R1 and R6 

Suppose all requirements take same time of ‘10 hours’ to complete their implementation. Total estimation time 
will be 60 hours, either we give priority to R1 or R6. Now after bringing changes in above cases, we have 
increased the team member’s size as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16.  

Figure 15: Distribution of requirements in five teams 
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Figure 16: Modifications in figure 15 by swapping R1 and R6 

Team B and C get requirements of R1 while D and E get requirements of R1. In this case though requirements 
are equally distributed but no team member implement requirements that need both R1 and R6. In first case, 
after implementing R1, it is available for R2 and R3 and both of them can be implemented in parallel. During 
this implementation R6 will start its implementation. After R6 completion, team member D can start 
implementing R7 but R8 cannot be implemented in parallel, team member E will wait for R7 and after 
completion of R7 then R8 can be implemented because R8 needs R7. Similarly after R8, R9 and then R10 will 
be implemented. Implementation of R7, R8, R9 and R10 takes a lot of time as they are implemented one after 
another. Suppose each requirement of Figure 15 and Figure 16 take 10 hours, then these four requirements will 
take 40 hours. If we give low priority to R6 which is needed for these four requirements, then total time will 
equal total time for these four requirements and R1 with R6. If each requirement takes 10 hours than total time 
will become 60 hours. But if we give more priority to R6 then time will reduce to 50. Delay of R2, R3 and R4, 
R5 will not delay the whole project as these requirements can be implemented in parallel, so if R1 is delayed 
than parallel development of these requirements will not delay whole project. So we can conclude that if single 
team is implementing requirements or multiple two team members than prioritization has no effect on total 
estimation time. In neither case we can say that R1 get more priority than R6, so it’s better to implement R6 
always before R1. Thus Null hypothesis is rejected and proved that requirements that are required for same 
number of other requirements but with different chain priorities have not always alike in importance. Let’s 
suppose along with R1 and R6, team member A in above case is implementing R9 and 10, which means 
member D and E are only implementing R7 and R8. In this case the priority of R6 become decreased. Now at 
this level we will check the total estimation time of all teams. In this case total estimation is same either we 
implement R1 or R6 first. The team which takes more time to implement its requirement will be the total 
estimation time of project. In above case team member B and C takes maximum time where R9 and R10 are to 
be implemented by team member A as compare to D and E, so requirements of D and E will not delay the 
project by giving low priority to R6 as compare to R1. So besides from height of requirement or chain priority 
of requirement, sum of estimation times of individual requirements of particular team member is also necessary. 
While comparing two requirements, one with maximum height and other with maximum requirements, we will 
check estimation time of all other requirements which need these requirements and if estimation time is found 
same or maximum of requirements of maximum height than priority should be given to requirement with 
maximum height else priority will be consider same. Requirement that is needed for maximum requirements but 
possess low chain priority can have high priority if it is needed for maximum team members as compare to that 
requirement which high chain priority but needed for lesser team members because delaying this requirement 
will delay maximum team members requirements. For example in case shown below, R1 Priority will be high 
because it is needed for two members requirements while priority of R6 will be low. We can see the effect as 
delaying  R1 can delay R2 and R3 of team member B but delaying any requirement R1 or R6 have no impact on 
delay of team member C requirements because team member C have available requirements that need both R1 
and R6.  

V. PRIORITZATION RULES 

Based on the hypothesis presented in above section, we can formulate certain rules while prioritizing 
requirements. Summary of rules in the light of above hypothesis are given below: 

1. If only single team member is going to implement all the requirements, then all requirements are 
consider to be of same importance. Priority will be given to requirements on the basis of chain priority 
in this case. 

2. If multiple team members are going to implement the requirements, then priority will be given to those 
requirements that are needed for requirements of other team members.  Importance of requirement will 
not increase with number of its need for other requirements, it will be decided on how much maximum 
teams require this particular requirement.  

3. If the importance of two requirements found to be same in terms of its need for other teams then 
priority should be given on the basis of its height in tree or chain priority. Maximum height means 
more priority.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, a prioritization rules are presented that can prioritize FRs from developer’s perspective. 
Prioritizing FRs will not help only in easy management of requirements i.e. which requirements are needed for 
other requirements but will help in prioritizing important requirements that are required for requirements of 
other team members of parallel development projects.  From experiments, we have concluded that importance of 
requirement not only increases with how much they are required for other requirements but how much it is 
required for different team members. Different team members can wait for particular requirement and this 
waiting time can delay the overall project so by prioritizing important requirements on the basis of how much 
they are required is essential. Through this framework, developers can easily implement prioritize requirements 
that can reduce total estimation time of the project.  
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